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Betting Off Dead And they're off!Gambling on horse racing is Kentucky's number one sport but

when Kentucky Derby Thoroughbred picked to win the Derby, Rails and Nails, ends up poisoned,

SKUL special agent Mick Jasper and rookie witch Maggie Park, who keeps her witch powers a

secret, are called in to investigate a world of illegal gambling where a run for the roses can prove to

be deadly.
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Betting Off Dead is the 2nd book in the Spies and Spells Series by the prolific Tonya Kappes. This

addition to the series is captivating and charming. Maggie has experienced her â€œWitchy Hourâ€•

revealing what her life journey is destined to be. By all indications, including verification by her

coven, Maggie Park will be a spy for SKUL, a government spy agency, â€“ partnered with the

handsome Mick Jasper. Set in Old Louisville, Kentucky, Maggie and Mick are assigned to

investigate an illegal horse doping and gambling ring that could affect the Kentucky Derby and the

Triple Crown. Ms. Kappes takes us on a journey with Maggie, but Aunt Mimi, Ms. Parks, Lilith and



Abram (and, of course, Maggieâ€™s familiar, Vinnie, a 1965 red AC Cobra. Will Maggieâ€™s family

accept her calling? Will they accept Mick? Can she and Mick unravel the issues at the horse stables

before it's too late? Will Maggie accept her calling? What a glimpses of Southern life and

phrases?Jump in the saddle, hold onto the bridle and enjoy the fast paced ride. The action and

adventure in the book are unending. Filled with Southern charm and humor, this is an excellent cozy

mystery. If you need a fun evening read, settle down with Betting off Dead. Read it and enjoy!!

Maggie Parks is back, as well as her family, in Betting Off Dead, the second book in the Spies and

Spell Mystery Series. Vinnie, Maggieâ€™s 1965 AC Cobra, is back to keep Maggie on the straight

and narrow even when she didnâ€™t want his help. The charades of Auntie Meme and her mother

are still attempting to encourage a relationship between Maggie and Abram Callahan, the friendly

neighborhood mechanic who keeps Vinnie running. However Maggie isnâ€™t interested in Abram

since they have been friends since children and she feels he is more of a friend. Maggieâ€™s heart

flips whenever she comes in to the proximity of Mick Jasper, agent for SKUL. Although Auntie

Meme and Mother arenâ€™t as accepting of this relationship and of Maggie working for SKUL as

need, Maggie feels this is her lifeâ€™s journey and is trying to prove it to her family. Come along

with Maggie in this next journey and find out if she will succeed in proving her life journey and also

who will Maggie choose for a love interest Abram or Mick. Sheâ€™s off to the races and is

anticipating the journey to Derby time. I was provided a copy of the book in return for a unbiased

review.

Betting Off Dead is the 2nd book in the Spies and Spells Series. I received a free copy in exchange

for an honest review. Maggie Park's life is, at times, boring, stressful, comical and a little dangerous!

You see, Maggie is a witch. She lives in Old Louisville, Kentucky, in a beautiful Victorian home with

her mom, sister and grandmother, all witches. While keeping the fact that they are witches a secret

and trying to discover what she wants to do the rest of her life, Maggie waits tables at her

grandmother's diner. Several months ago SKUL, a government spy agency, called her to help them.

That's when she met hunky special agent Mick Jasper. Together they solved the case. Now, once

again, SKUL has contacted Maggie to work with Mick to investigate illegal horse race gambling. So,

between being a spy, trying to figure out her feelings for Mick, trying to keep her witchy family out of

trouble and dealing with her quirky talking car (a 1965 red AC Cobra), Maggie's world is turning

upside down. I highly recommend this book and anything that is written by talented Tonya Kappes.



Betting on the horses in Kentucky is legal, but sometimes people get on the illegal side of things

where there is the temptation of money and a strong desire to be a winner. Young witch Maggie

teams up with Mick Jasper to help solve the mysteries surrounding the thoroughbred horses and

illegal gambling.With just enough humor and plot twists anyone would thoroughly enjoy reading this

book, which is the second in the Spies and Spells series. Hop on and go for a ride.

I really enjoyed this book. Maggie is brought back into SKUL to partner with Mick as his fake wife.

They are on the trail of horse doping for the Kentucky Derby. They have to fit in with the rich folks

buying the horses to determine who is doing the doping. Of course Auntie Meme gets involved as

Maggie's guardian. Can Maggie and Mick pull off this undercover mission. Can Maggie keep her

twitchy secret from Mick. Read it, it's great

Second book in the spice and spell series . Can be read as a stand alone . Maggie has been asked

to work with SKUL again this time pretending to be Mick's wife . They are on a mission to figure out

who is doping horses . Maggie has to deal with work plus her family . Her family is always at odds

with their neighbors . Plus Maggie feels betrayed from Abram.

Tonya Kappes has done it again with an awesome paranormal -humorous book that will have you

turning the pages as fast as you can.I adore her characters Auntie Meme Mick,Maggie Abram and

Vinnie just to name a few!They are written to be so real and enjoyable!! My thanks to Tonya Kappes

for yet another wonderful series and am eagerly awaiting the next.......

Can't wait for the third book in this series already! Can't wait to see what comes next for Mick and

Maggie. Love the characters in this series. Can't wait to see what mischief MeMe gets into next.

Highly recommend this book and all the other books by Tonya Kappes !
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